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In the past, women were the primary buyers of jewelry market, And now Men's jewelry is coming around
again, the jewelry market is being impacted by most of younger buyers, who is more willing to take in the
fashion “risks”,

July 9, 2009 - PRLog -- In the past, women were the primary buyers of jewelry market, And now Men's
jewelry is coming around again, the jewelry market is being impacted by most of younger buyers, who is
more willing to take in the fashion “risks”, men’s necklace and men’s Bracelets are a favorite, and this
collection includes styles made of rubber, steel, silver ,agate and gold etc. men may wear in a formal event
or  on a daily basis,  The AYpearl handmade jewelry designers combine turquoise with other gems,agate,
jade, quartz, tiger’s eye, smoky quartz, shell, etc to make every jewelry design individual.and try to hold the
natural characteristic of each gem while carving and cutting. With so many colors ranging from pink to
rose, blue to black, set the new standards for style.  believe all these delicate gemstone jewelry designs will
impress men a lot. 

The jewelry world isn't just for women; men have started to wear jewelry except their wedding rings.
Walking on the street, many young men wear earrings, chains, necklaces, and even bracelets. However,
most of men may afraid to be laughed at wearing womanish jewelry or just wear shinning silver jewelry.
There’s a simple way to work in accessories without dressing yourself up too much, men can follow these
rules to avoid side-effect when wearing jewelry Bracelet
http://www.aypearl.com/new-products/

Bracelets aren’t very popular with men, but they really can add to your style. Choose a bracelet that is
classic and simple. The less complicated your bracelet is, the more it will coordinate with and the more
often you can wear it. Try stylish bracelets in cool metals like gold, platinum, and silver. These can even be
worn to work in moderation, but sometimes you can try a casual bracelet like one in leather, woven fabric,
or one with beaded embellishments.
Necklace

Necklaces you choose should be somewhat substantial. Choose something that will make a statement.
When you go to the bar or head to the club, try a necklace from natural wood beads or gold, silver, or
platinum chains. A medium-thick chain or strand won’t seem effeminate, and they will be noticeable
enough to set of your outfit. And now choker is popular because of its simplicity and solemn, especially
silver choker.

One point wholesale jewelry point every man should take into consideration, that is, your jewelry must
suitable for your personality. It will be funny if a gentleman full of bookishness wears dangling earrings.
And men need to pay attention to the occasions.
http://www.aypearl.com

# # #

Wholesale jewelry, supply vast kinds of styles handmade jewelry,mainly engage in wholesale handmade
jewelry such as wholesale crystal ,wholesale pearl ,wholesale gemstone,wholesale costume jewelry
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